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boplastin inhibitor, mechanism of clot formation, zeta-potential, the con-
version of prothrombin to thrombin, the role of platelets, and a synthetic
anticoagulant. In addition, there is a special discussion of the general prob-
lem of standardization of thromboplastin.
Those with a special interest in blood clotting from the clinical or labora-
tory standpoints can hardly afford to be unacquainted with the material in
this volume. Others will find a wealth of information and much stimulating
discussion. Some of the practical wisdom will remain inaccessible to those
who do not read every page since there is no index. It is likely that the
possibility of indexing such a volume was considered and discarded by the
editor. We will be interested to see whether it may not be felt worthwhile
in future reports.
V. C. VAUGHN, III.
THE PHYSIOLOGY OF THOUGHT. BV Harold Bailey. New York, William-
Frederick Press, 1949. 314 pp. $3.75.
The only excuse for reviewing this book in a scientific journal is the hope
that someone may be saved from wasting his time in reading it. This book,
in spite of the title, is a treatment neither of the physiology of thinking nor
of the psychology of thought but a garbled conglomeration of the author's
misconceptions in both fields. None of the anecdotes supporting what is
claimed as fact is corroborated by either experimental conclusions or docu-
mentary evidence.
With a peculiar juxtaposition of vitalism and positivism, the author
attributes to certain rather ill-defined cortical cells the function of thought.
Activity in these cells is thinking; exercise of them is able to increase
capacity to think; inheritance of fewer or less vigorous cells results in feeble-
mindedness; disuse leads to atrophy and slow wittedness; recruitment of a
majority of cells is concentration, but of a minority is subconscious thought.
Habits are thought cells which have been specifically trained, while instincts
have been specifically inherited.
The author also deals with dreams, perceptions, illusions, hallucinations,
emotions, pain, fatigue, and neurasthenia as particular properties of the
thought cells. His naive treatment of these phenomena demonstrates that he
is unfamiliar with the critical issues involved in their discussion and his
interpretation of them certainly does violation to the few writers he lists in
his bibliography.
This book is not only anachronistic, but also inaccurate. The confused
logical positivism certainly defeats the alleged purpose of the book-"to
provide a popular presentation" of the nature of thought.
H. ENGER ROSVOLD
ORGANIZATION OF BEHAVIOR. By D. 0. Hebb. New York, John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 1949. 335 pp. $4.00.
The author has presented a theory of behavior in which he attempts to
explain the prevailing problems in the field of psychology. In so doing he
has sought after a common ground with anatomy, physiology, and neurology
in order that the work of these allied disciplines might be brought to bear
directly on problems of behavior.
Basic to the theory is the idea that an often repeated specific stimulation
will give rise to the slow development of a diffuse "structure" comprising
cells in the cortex and diencephalon. This structure labeled a "cell-assembly"YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
is conceived of as capable of acting briefly as a closed system which may
facilitate the action of other such cell-assemblies and which also has specific
motor facilitation. A series of cell-assembly actions constitutes a "phase
sequence"; this is the thought process.
The author assumes one fundamental neurophysiological postulate upon
which his entire theory seems to rest: "When an axon of Cell A is near
enough to excite Cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it,
some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells
such that A's efficiency, as one of firing B, is increased." This neurophysio-
logical expression of the Law of Contiguity permits Dr. Hebb to analyze
perception and the development of perceptual learning in terms of the
growth and development of, first, cell structure, then cell-assembly, and
finally phase sequences. Calling upon conclusions recently reported by
Senden regarding the restoration of vision in the congenitally blind, the
author makes a strong case for his concept of a learning process in percep-
tion. Such a viewpoint takes exception to the prevailing Gestalt theories of
perception which have not yet adequately dealt with such data.
Psychophysiological meaning is given to such currently used psycho-
logical terms as "set," "attention," "expectancy," "similarity," "generali-
zation," and "abstraction." For example, the central facilitation from a pre-
ceding cell-assembly action or by a sensory event or by both of these on
another cell-assembly process is considered to be the prototype of
"attention."
Motivation, emotion, learning, and intelligence are all dealt with in a
painstaking manner. The application of the theory to problems in these
areas is certain to be highly provocative to all researchers interested in
correlating behavior with physiological function. Rationale for current
physical therapies, shock treatment, and frontal lobotomy is offered. Dr.
Hebb proposes that if emotional disturbance consists of a disorganized firing
of cerebral neurons, then any intervention in the nervous system which
would make for the establishment of a hypersynchrony of firing would de-
crease that emotional disturbance. He suggests that a direct relationship
between degree of hypersynchrony as revealed by the electro-encephalogram
and reduction of emotional disfunction as observed by the clinician can be
established.
Although a major contribution of this monograph includes the reassess-
ment of behavior theory in light of recent investigation in the fields of neuro-
physiology, it would seem that too little of the theory is firmly grounded in
experimental evidence. Considerable weight is placed upon relationships
between psychological and physiological mechanisms which may exist only
in a spurious fashion. The value of a theory, however, is measured by the
amount of useful experimentation it provokes. The challenges to psycholo-
gists made by Dr. Hebb, asking them to reconsider many issues upon which
present differences regarding psychological theory are based, will un-
doubtedly stimulate much research. The text contains a fertile environment
of postulates which are very amenable to examination in the laboratory.
SYLVAN J. KAPLAN
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